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Nice for one on one meetings if your company
doesn't have an enterprise video conferencing tool.

What to use it for:

 
Add to your signature line for internal and external
messages, or even to your resume to make it easier
for others to pronounce your name correctly

What to use it for:

 
Automatically creates a how-to guide, complete with
screenshots, instructions and clicks.

What it does:

Helps people connect over video for a world in
which anywhere works.

What it does: 

RecruiterHunt

Koalender

NameDrop

Recruiter Hunt is an online database of hundreds
of tools, apps and websites for recruiters.

What it does: 

Scheduling calls with internal and external
partners.

What to use it for: 

The upvoting feature makes it a community for
sharing.

In need of a new tool to support or refresh an 
existing work�ow? Start on the Collections page to 
view the vast assortment of recruiting and sourcing 
related tools.

What to use it for:

 
Eliminates the back and forth of meeting
scheduling.

What it does:

Makes it easy for you to share your name with the
world, in your own voice. Simply record your name
as it's meant to be said, and get your personal
name link.

What it does: 

 Scribe

Remote explainers, on-boarding, training,
documenting team-wide work�ows, and more.

What to use it for:

Whereby

https://www.recruiterhunt.com/
https://koalendar.com/
https://namedrop.io/
https://scribehow.com/
https://whereby.com/
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Get Magical

Not ready for AI to write your entire message? Use
this tool to spot check up to 10 sentences a day with
the free version.

What to use it for: 

OmnisendTextBlaze

WordtunePro�le Pic Maker

Nappy
 

Provides beautiful stock photos of Black and Brown
people, for free.

What it does: 
The self-described "best free auto text expander"
on Google Chrome. 

What it does:

An alternate to TextExpander & TextBlaze, this time-
saving tool is great for sourcing candidates,
updating your ATS, and sending personalized
messages that convert.

What to use it for: 

Create snippets for your email signature, candidate
outreach, hiring manager updates, or any other
repetitive typing tasks. 

What to use it for: 

Wordtune is the ultimate AI writing tool that
rewrites and rephrases your writing.

What it does: 

Search for "o�ce" to �nd photos for blog posts,
internal and external presentations, desktop
backgrounds, marketing materials, websites, social
media, brochures and more.

What to use it for:

Upload your photo to create a professional-looking
pro�le picture and a matching background cover.

What it does: 

Updating your LinkedIn pro�le picture, or on any of
your personal & professional social media pro�les.
Lots of cool backgrounds to choose from.

What to use it for: 

 
Boosts your email open rates by analyzing and
improving your subject lines. 

What it does:

Saves time and increases quality by automating
repeated typing tasks anywhere on the web.

What it does: 

Re�ning prospect outreach, subject lines, naming
blog posts, crafting memorable internal
correspondence, titling reports and more.

What to use it for:

https://getmagical.com/
https://www.omnisend.com/subject-line-tester/
https://blaze.today/
https://www.wordtune.com/
https://pfpmaker.com/
https://nappy.co/
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⚡Papier

I am fascinated by the thought of turning excessive
open tabs into a solution for the environment. 

Ciao for now,
Maisha L. Cannon

maisha.online
@talentgenie

bit.ly/talentgenielive

q Calm for Chrome

OpenTabs has a small ad in the corner that
generates money every time you open a new tab.

What to use it for: 

Simpli�es note-taking by being accessible in the
browser.

What it does: 

⚡ OpenTabs

Transforms the everyday action of opening a new
tab into a force of good. They've saved almost 9M
trees so far.

What it does: 

Invites you to be mindful and take a deep breath
before proceeding to your web destination. 

What it does: 

 Recharging between meetings &
calls, staying grounded, investing in your wellness.
What to use it for:

Capture meeting notes, phone screening notes, or
even daily to-do's. 

What to use it for: 

Thanks for 
downloading!

Hopefully, you've learned  
about at least one new tool  
that you're excited to add to  

your tech stack.

If you found value in this 
content, please share.

https://papier.app/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mcannon/
https://www.twitter.com/talentgenie
https://bit.ly/talentgenielive
https://papier.app/
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/calm-for-chrome/lfkkcdgmlmoakojipfnkelpjifglmffe?hl=en
https://opentabs.org/

